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The specification of the univoque numbers is one of the newest fields in the research of generalized
number systems. In [1] and [2] Z. Daróczy and I. Kátai have specified the univoque sequences and have
presented a method for the computation of the Hausdorff dimension of the univoque set in the cases
      where  is the base of the number system. Now we continue this investigation in the general
case, where    is the base number of an arbitrary number system,   

 The first part of this
investigation is based on the methods presented in [1] and [2] but later significantly new approaches are
needed. In the sequel we work only on the set of the fractions.
For            f       gN let h i 
P
n n
n A sequence  is said to be uni-
voque (with respect to be univoque (with respect to ), if h i  h i is only true if     i.e.
n  n  for n  N  f         gN ). In this case the number h i is said to be univoque,
too. The quality x  x  is called the regular expansion of x, where x  x  x     
and ix is maximal. We denote the set of univoque sequences and the set of regular sequences by
U and R, respectively. It is true in general, that the set of univoque sequences is symmetri-
cal and self-similar. We can specify the univoque sequences by using the statement that a sequence
  f         gN is univoque with respect to         R  where    is the com-
plementary sequence of  Thus, in order to decide whether a sequence and that of the complementary
sequence. To establish that an expansion producing a number less than 1 is regular, we use the result of
W. Parry [3].
After this we break down the problem into two cases. If the fraction part of the base number is
smaller than a suitable bound, then the structure of the univoque sequences is relatively easy to describe.
In the other case the situation is much more complicated, but eventually we can present a method for the
computation of the Hausdroff dimension of the univoque set in this case, too. We illustrate the theoretical
results with interesting examples.
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